COMMISSION ON SALE
COMMISSION ON SALE

Commission on sale is paid by the buyer in all our clients
sales not by the seller ( vendor ) which will save you
thousands in estate agents fees. The buyers are also
responsible for all legal fees for the change over of
deeds. The commission the buyer pays on your property (

depending on value ) is always 2 – 5% on top of your net
asking price. When a buyer or investor makes an offer on your
property we inform the client there is a commission to pay on
top of your asking price.The reason we work this way is to
make your property attractive to our partner agents on the
ground handling your inspection trips. For Properties over a
million Euro the commission on top is 2%For properties over a
half a million Euro the commission on top is 3%For properties
under half a million Euro the commission on top is 5% At no
point the vendor (seller) pays Euro Resales a commission we do
not charge the vendor ( seller ) commission. When a 10% to 20%
non refundable deposit has been taken you will receive payment
in full within 8 to 12 weeks.The funds are transferred direct
from the buyer to a lawyer ( solicitor ) of your choice to a
bank account of your choice. At no point will Euro Resales
hold your proceeds of sale.

OVERVIEW
Prevalent waterproofing chemicals provide you nothing but
ineffective waterproofing, which means repeated hassle of
every year. None of these solutions provide you any kind of
assurance.
Engineerplus DampProof, is a technically advanced
waterproofing solution with acrylic fibers in it, which
provides you long term relief and comes with a warranty of 8
years.

ENGINEERPLUS DAMP PROOF CHALLENGE
Take the Damp Proof Challenge. Use Engineerplus Damp Proof for
water proofing your terrace and if at any time in the next 8
years there is a leakage in your terrace, you get your money
back.
Just remember to register your warranty by.
For terms and conditions.

